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Naples street map includes a booklet and folded map in one single product. The booklet contains a

complete street plan and index showing main through-routes, one-way streets, car parks, public

buildings and post offices. Its wide geographic coverage covers all Naples neighborhoods, including

the inner ring. Legend with symbols and abbreviations in 6 languages. Separate index. Useful

telephone numbers. Scale 1:8,000 8 in = 1 mi.
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I just returned from 5 days in Naples (5/2010). This is a large (25" x 47"), easy to read, well detailed

map. Street index on back. One reason for not giving it a higher rating is that the paper is light

weight. Frequent use will no doubt cause it to tear. I would have preferred a thin, water-proof layer

to both strengthen the paper and protect it against rain. Being as large as it is, it is thus difficult to

use while simply walking within the city from site to site. For that, a map like the Streetwise map of

Naples was easier to use. One very positive thing about this map is that all of the city is presented

on one side (unlike the Streetwise map which places one half of the city on each of two sides)

making it easier to tell distances and plan one's route as well as transportation.

Waste of trees. Poorly set up. No inset for the city center means it's close to useless if you are going

by foot

Excellent map of Naples; very useful.
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